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 c.3 Identify the acquirer (Step II)
 c.4 Determine the date of acquisition (Step IV)
 Then account for the business combination which would involve:
 a) PC 
 b) NCI 
	 c)	Identifiable	Net	Assets
 d) Goodwill or Bargain Purchase Gain 
 e) Measurement Period
 Similar to as discussed in consolidation
C-1.	 “Business	Combination:	Definition”
	 Transaction	or	event	through	which	acquirer	obtains	control	as	defined	in	
 Ind AS 110 over an acquiree (which constitutes a business)

Definition	of	Business	(Amended	by	Ind	AS	(Amendment)	Rules,	2020	)
1. Business 
 Para 3 of Ind AS 103 states :
 An entity shall determine whether a transaction or other event is a Business  
	 Combination,	by	applying	the	'definition'	of	Business	in	this	Ind	AS.
 Amendment
 Definition	of	Business	(given in the appendix of Ind AS 103)
  n	An integrated set of "activities and assets" that is
  n	Capable of being conducted & managed for the purpose of providing
  n	Goods/ Services to customer or generating investment income (interest/dividends) or  

  other income from ordinary activities  
2. Whether the acquisition is an acq. of business?
2.A Elements of Business

Ind AS 103 : para B7 states : A business consists of

1. Inputs

Result when processes are  
applied to inputs to provide

Essentially Asset
Any economic resource 
that is capable of / 
or is already creating 
outputs, when one or 
more processes are  
applied to it. 

Element 2Element 1

Any system,  
standard, policy, rule 

etc. which when  
applied to inputs,  
generates or has  

ability to generate 
outputs.

Eg. Strategic  
mgt., operational 
mgt., Resource mgt. 
processes, etc.
Not treated as input :
A/cing or payroll or 
Admin systems

Invest. in-
come, or

Goods/ 
Services

Other 
inc. 

That have capability to 
contribute to creation of

3. Outputs Element 3

Updated

2. Process Applies to Those Inputs

from ordinary activity 

Ended
Amendinent

Rates
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2.B Elements of Business : Interpretation
 1. It is not necessary that the acquired asset is already generating output Capable  
	 to	generate,	is	also	fine.
2.  To be capable to be managed/ operated as a business the asset and activities should   
 have 2 essential elements :  
 a) Inputs, and  b) Process applied to those inputs
3. Whether to acquire all inputs that seller used, in order to qualify as a business comb.?
 No. Essential to acquire at the minimum, an input + a substantive process that together  
	 significantly	contribute	to	ability	to	create	output.	
4. Before understanding whether process acquired are Substantive, few important  
	 clarifications:

1. If the asset  
acquired is  
generating  

output already,  
continuation of 
revenue does  
not means  

neccessarily that 
it is acquisition of 
Biz. (Eg. simple 
bldg acquired  

having  
tenants in it )

2. Key to  
determination 

of whether 
acq. is an acq. 
of business is 

whether  
'process'   

(Activity/ies) 
are acquired  

or not

3. Processes 
means : 

Activity/ set 
of activities 
which are 

being  
applied on 
the inputs

4. Market participants view point 
is important : It is not  
important whether seller  
operated it as business or  
whether acquirer intends to  
operate it as business, market's 
view point is relevant. 
Eg. Birla Hospital, used only for 
treatment of company's  
employees, if sold, is a business, 
even if the acquirer intended to 
acquire and use it for its  
employee health treatment only.  

2.C Whether Process acquired are Substantive
   g	 Ind	AS	clarifies	that	the	acquisition	should	involve	a	process	that	is	substantive	for	 
 generation of outputs.
 g It is seen from market participants view & not view point of acquirer.
 g It is a matter that involves judgement as to whether the process is substantive
 

Amendment
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  Important Points on Substantive Process 
1. Whether acquisition of a contract can be a biz acq.?
 Usually no as it just an input and not a process, unless that contract gives a right to  
 access economic/ resources workforce. Then entity assessess whether such resource  
 performs a substantive process that entity now controls. 
 Factors like duration of contract, renewal terms, availability of similar contracts  
 affect this decision. 
2.	 Difficulty	to	replace	the	acquired	workforce	is	an	indicator	that	it	is	performing	a	 
 substantive process.
3.  Process is not substantive, if it is ancillary or minor in context of all processes  
 required to create output .

Guidance on whether processes acquired are substantive 

When acquired "assets & activities" are 

Generating Outputs already

Process acquired  is considered as  
Substantive only when :
a) it is critical to development or convert 
inputs to output and

b) Includes both

ii. Other inputs that the 
organised workforce can 
use to convert inputs to 

outputs 
Eg. IPR, Economic  
resources  (like  

technology, in process 
research, minerals etc.), 
rights under contract, etc

1. Organised 
work force 
that has  
necessary 

skills,  
knowledge,  

exp. to  
perform the 

process 

and

and

Process acquired will be  
substantive, when on its application 
to inputs it :
a) Is critical to continue produc-
ing outputs and inputs include work 
force with skills to perform
or
documented process or rule with 
which the workforce is  
habituated to work
&
b) Significantly	contributes to ability 
of producing outputs, that is unique/ 
rare or cannot be replaced without 
significant	cost	or	effort	or	delay

Not already generating outputs

Amendment
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3 Optional Concentration Test (Amendment)
 3 A. Purpose 
n	 To	permit	a	simplified	assesment	of	whether	acquired	set	of	activities	is	an	asset	and 
 not a business 
n Entity May elect to apply (not mandatory)
n Independently for each transaction / event / acquisition  
n an OPTIONAL CONCENTRATION TEST (OCT), as given in B7B of Ind AS 103.
 SJ says! OCT is to assess whether the PC constitutes primarily acq. of an asset/group of  
 asset rather than acq. of business

i)	 Ind	AS	states	if	the	consideration	of	purchase	is	Substantially/Significantly	 
 concentrated in a single asset/group of similar assets then it may not be treated as   
 acquisition of business. 
ii) This is an optional test if entity opts to apply this test & test met, then acq. is not a  
 Biz. acq. But if not met, then still the conditions discussed before (point 1) to be   
 checked.

3 B. Process Flow

3C. Asset Concentration Test

Business Acquisition or Not 

Apply the test and if test

Assess whether 
the acquired assets &  

activities  
constitute a Biz.

Acq. of Inputs &  
Substantive  
processes  

generating/ capable 
to generate output 

pass Fail

Not a Biz. Acquisition

depends whether  
co. opts to  
apply OCT?

Process 
flow

No

Yes

Then it may be a biz. acquisition

Defn of Biz

Amendment
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iii) Single Asset : (only for OCT, not for a/cing of PPE etc) 
 Individual asset or assets so attached with other asset that it cannot be removed/ 
	 seprated	on	its	own	without	a	significant	cost	or	decline	in	value	of	asset	separated	 
 Eg. Building on a land, both treated as one asset.
iv)  Similar Asset/group of assets : Assets with similar characterstics or risk and rewards  
 in managing assets to create outputs. 
 Usually following are not similar assets 
a)  Tangible & Intangible 
b) Tangible Asset of different class 
c) Intangibles Asset of different class
d)	 FA	and	non-financial	asset
e) FA different classes 
f) Asset of similar class but different risks rewards.

 v) PC Substantially Concentrated in a single asset

PC + Liabilities assumed (except DTL) 
- Cash & cash Equivalents-DTA  
 and bank balance
= Amount if Substantially equal to fair value 
of single asset/group of similar  
assets, then OCT met, hence not a Biz. Acq.

Inventory
PPE

Office
Factory 
Hotel

Gross value of assets acquired 
= value of all assets 
    excl. 'DTA', Cash & Equivalents, Bank,  
 including Goodwill 
Goodwill will be excluding DTL effect on 
goodwill 
(but do not exclude DTA while calculating 
G/W)
GW  PC + NCI  FV of Net  
	 	 	 identifiable	assets		
   (ignoring DTL)FV of 
cons. 
given

FV of 
Existing 
Invst. in 
Acquiree

prefer in 
exams Ans. Same

Methods

1 2

If Gross value of asset acquired is  
concentrated in a single Asset/ 
similar group of asset acq. OCT met,  
not a biz. acq.

+

Amendment
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Acquisition of shares 
giving controlling 

stake in the acquiree

Absorption/ 
Amalgamation  

of Acquiree  
(Acq. of Co.)

Acquisition of a 
Division / Segment 

of the acquiree

Other modes of 
Business  

Combinations like 
Demerger etc.

TBD- LaterAcquisition Method appliesConsolidation applies

G/W or BPG 
as per Ind 

AS 103

SM SM
DOA Meas.      
      Period DOA Meas.      

      Period
DR DR

Ind AS 
110 G/w or BPG as 

per Ind AS 103

Not relevant separately as  
post DoA, all A/C of acquiree form part 
of A/L of acquirer’s Standalone FS itself

Ind AS 
110

Modes of acquisition of business 

SJ Exclusive

Sol. OCT : Method 1
PC (600 + 90) 690
NCI  250
Liab (Loans) 1500
DTL  -
  2440
(-) cash & bank  (300) 
Balance
Total Gross  2140
value of asset
acquired
Asset 1   
1800 x 100 = 84% <90%
2140 
hence OCT not met. 
it may be a Biz. combi. if 
Def.  of Business(Input-
Process-Output)	satisfied	

OCT : Method 2
w.n.1 : Goodwill Excluding 
due to DTL
PC   690
NCI   250
NIA   800 
(1800 +200+ 300-1500)

Goodwill   140
w.n.2 : Gross Value of  
assets acquired
Asset 1    1800
Asset 2    200
C&B     - 
Goodwill   140
Gross value of assets 2140
Assets 1   1800
%   84%  
      <90%
          hence OCT not met

Eg.  
PC(60%) 600 
Existing Invst (10%) CA 75
  FV 90
NCI (30%) 250
Acquiree has
Asset 1  1800
Asset 2   200
Cash & Bank 300
Loans taken  1500
DTL  50
Co-opts to apply OCT and  
determines if 90% or more of  
fair value is concentrated in  
single asset then OCT met. Solve.

% for OCT =  Single Substantial Asset 

Method 1 Method 2 

x 100
GVA 

PC + NCI  
+ FL-C& CE
-DTA

Various Assets excl. DTA, C&CE
incl. G/w (computed ignoring  
DTL effect)

SJ C
onlude

s

Amendment
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Business Combination:  Recognition & Measurement Exception

Measurement of Lease Agreements of Acquirer/ Acquiree on DoA

Let	us	study	lease	accounting	briefly		Under	Ind-AS	
116: Leases : Accounting

Books of lessor (R) Books of lessee (E)

Finance 
Lease

Recognise 
Lessee  

Receivable A/c 
at PV of LPs 
and not the 

asset given on 
lease

Like asset 
(PPE) given 

on rent 

Asset recognised by ‘R’

Dep. charged by ‘R’

LR booked as rent  
income  (Lease Rent)

Like  
asset sold on 
credit with 
financing	

arrangement 

Operating 
Lease Recognise: 

(a) Asset  
(PPE & Dep. 
charge over 
term of lease)

 & 
(b) Liability toward 

R (ACM A/cing)

PV of LR 
payable

(a) Low Value  
Asset 

(b) Short term 
(< 12M)

All leases are 
accounted as 
finance	lease	

for lessee 
under Ind AS 
116 except  
lease of 

A 

7. Lease agreement of Acquiree Amendment
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Lease Arrangements Entered into by the Acquiree (prior to DoA)

Lease is between 
Acquirer & Acquiree 

Acquiree is a  
Lessor 

Acquiree is a 
Lessee

Operating 
Lease 

Else   
(Right-Of-Use- Asset)

Finance 
Lease 

LT left is <12 M 
on DoA 

Ind-AS-103 does not 
requires	reclassification	

of lease on DoA
except,

if the remaining LT 
<12M (from DoA) then 
Acquirer may choose 

not recognise the R-O-
U Asset & Associated 

Lease Liability.
IA or Liab. for favoura-
ble/unfavourable terms 
may still be recognised 

separately 

In books of 
acquiree Lease 
Asset as well as 
Lease Liability 
would be shown 

Ind-AS 103 speci-
fies	(Exception	
to Rule) that 
acquirer to 

(A)  
Recognise Lease Liability & Right-of-use Asset at  

PV of future lease payments (and not at fair 
value)

(B)  
Additionally recognise 

an Asset  
(favourable lease terms for ac-

quiree) 
a Liability  

(unfavourable terms for acquiree co.)

Intangible Asset amortised over 
remaining lease term

Liability for contract, to be paid off by allocating the ex-
cess lease payments under the unfavourable lease contract 

(or simply this liab. will reduce the R-o-U-asset) 

 In books of 
acquiree ‘ 
Lessee Re-

ceivable’ a/c 
is shown & 
Asset given 
on lease not 

shown 

 In books 
of acquiree 
Asset (PPE) 

would be 
shown 

Acquirer may decide 
not to recognise the 

lease asset  

No Special 
Treatment 

No Special 
Treatment

Hence, Lessee 
Rec. A/c will 
be recognised 
at fair value 

(like any 
other Loan 

Asset)

Such asset taken at 
FV on DoA, however 
FV will be affected 
by the Operating 
Lease Agreement 

Terms

This is like a

Separate 
contract –
Pre Existing 
Contractual 
Relationship

B

Lease is between Acquiree Co. 
and a Third Party

As per 116 
Principles

Amendment
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SJ Tips 

Up
da

ted

SJ Tips  on Deferred Taxes 

On	Recognition,	Classification	&	
Measurement Exception 

1

2

Acquisition Related 
Costs/Direct Acquisition Costs

Account for as per 
respective Ind AS

Expense to P or L 

Account for as per  
Ind AS 32 / 109

Own Equity related

Else

Adjust from reserves

Adjusted from IR value in 
case of ACM (Usually) 

(& FVOCI) but transfer to 
profit	or	loss	in	case	 

of FVTPL

Assets Liabilites 

TBD- Later  Ind AS 12 

Equities 

FV > TB FV > TB FV > TB FV < TB No DTA / DTL 
on diff in FV & 
TB of EquityDTL DTADTA DTL

Is it a 
Business 

Combination

Relates to 
debt/equity?

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Reverse Acquisition (Acquisition of Company)

When Accounting

R issues its shares to E as 
PC, and

(A)
FS prepared in 
legal form as

 FS of LR

Notes to mention 
that FS are 

continuation of 
FS of 

Legal Acquiree

(D) Purchase Consideration (In form of Shares)

I. Measurement

(E)
 Equity

Equity of AR 
added with PC of 

LR (AE) 
(Retroactive 

adjustment made 
to show capital of 
LR including for 
comparitives)

(F) 
Goodwill or BPG
Balancing	figure

II. Accounting
1. PC added to SC of AR (LE)
2. Disclosures given for shares of 

LA (AE) with reconciliation
3. EPS (discussed later)

Determination of FV of shares 
with orignal SH of AE (LA)

PC = Shares above x FV 
per share of LE

(a) 1st Preference

Assume if LE had issued 
shares to acquire the LR then 
no. Of shares to be issued to 

LR =

(b) 2nd Option

No. Of share with 
Non-Controlling Owners in LR 

 x FV per share of LR 

(B)
Assets & 
Liabilities

(C)
Reserves & Other 

Equity

Of AR (LE) only,
Shown in

Consolidated 
Balance Sheet/

BS post absorption

AE
(LR)

@FV @CA

AR
(LE)

E's Share holders acquire 
control over R due to 
favourable swap ratio

Hence Legal 
Acquiree (LE) is the 

Accounting Acquirer (AA) & 
Legal Acquirer (LR) is 

Accounting Acquiree (AE)

No of shares 
of LE

% Of SH in LR of LE

x % Of SH in LR 
other than LE

If 
Any 

PC is paid in cash 
it is treated as dividend 

distribution to owners 
of combined entity 
& reduces cash & 

reserves

R-Acquirer
E-Acquiree

Legal  
Challenges for  

PC in cash

chart
updated
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Reverse Acquisition : Special Case (When  
Business Combination is via Acquisition of  

Shares) (Consolidation) & all shares of  
legal acquiree are not acquired

Let us say, H with 40 shares (of FV =1) acquires 30 shares (of FV 
=1) of S by issuing fresh own 60 equity shares (of FV =1). Hence 

now out of its 100 shares, 60 are with owners of S.

Consequently H is LR but AE and S is LE but AR as owners of 30 
shares of S, have major shares in H (60%).

FS prepared legally of H

Asset &  
Liabilites NCI

                SJ Tips 

    PC =  NO. of existing shares of 
 legal acquirer x 1/swap   
 ratio 

 = Eq No. of shares of 
 accounting acquirer  
 issuable against PC x FV  
 PS of accounting acquirer 

 = PC 

In Consolidated Financial Statements

Purchase 
Consideration

Equity= Equity of S 
+ PC  

exluding NCI

NCI not 
considered 

In goodwill valuation 
(since goodwill  

is of H) 

Goodwill = PC - NA 
of Accounting 

Acquiree 

Reserve & Other 
Equity of S
Excluding 

NCI's Share

Represented by 10 
shares of S as such 
shareholders have 

interest in net assets 
of S only & not of 
combined entity

Same as in Reverse 
Acquisition 

(discussed earlier)

FV of 40 shares of H

Method 1 (Preferred) Method 2

No of shares of H with 
non-owners i.e. shares 

with other than S 

40 shares x FV per 
share of H

Had S acquired H

No of shares 
issuable would be = 

(30/60 x 40=20 shares

PC = 20 shares of S x 
FV per share of S

Valued at share in net assets of S of 
pre combination period at PSNA of 
S, as NA of S are carried at CA only 

Hence NCI not valued at FV, and it 
represents those shares of A/cing 
Acquirer, that are not acquired by 

Legal Acquirer 

H

@FV @CA

S

Single  
chart that  
covers all

chart
updated
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Reverse Acquisition (Summary)

Acquisition of 
companies 

Absorption 

(A+B = A)

       ↓

     LR → A

     AR → B

Amalgamation 

(A+ B = C)

     ↓ (New Co.)

 LR = C

 AR = Either A or B

100% 
in 

shares

Shares 
+

 Cash 
100% shares of legal 

subsidiary 

No NCI

Majority shares of legal 
subsidiary

NCI = PSNA of Legal 
subsidiary 

Special Topics

EPS

Comparitives 

Retroactive 
adjust to SC 

Disclosures 

Acquisition of 
shares

Reverse AcquisitionSJ Exclusive Reverse Acquisition: 
Acq. of Shares  
(and not co.)

Legal Parent will be  
accounting Subsidiary

and
Legal Subs. will be  

accounting Acquirer

Not 100% 
Subsidiary

100%  
Subsidiary

Absorption 
(A+B = A)

Amalgamation 
(A+ B = C)

A Ltd., and B Ltd., 
becomes Parent & 

Subs. Cos.

This is always accounted like R.A.  
unless it is a Joint Arrangement (not covered in 103) 

or 
Common Control Transaction(covered later)

Acquisition of Co.  
(Bus. Combi → Acq. Method)

Modes

Acquisition of shares of 
companies 

(Bus. Combi Acq. Method 
+ Consolidation)

PC

New Co.

Addition
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COMMON CONTROL TRANSACTIONS (CCT)

(1)		 Appendix	C	to	Ind	AS	103	defines	common	control	business	combination	as	a	 
 business combination involving 
 entities or business 
 in which all the combining entities or businesses are ultimately controlled by the  
 same party or parties (group parties)
 Both before and after the business  
 combination and that control is  
 not transitory 

 when there is acquisition of control and immediately thereafter or as a part of  
 single plan, that control is transferred to a group entity then such transfer of  
 control is not a CCT, as the merging of 2 entities, where over one of entity the  
 control was just acquired is only a transitory (time being) control.

Reliance 
Ltd. 

Reliance 
Ltd  
acquires 
100% 
shares of 
Hamley’s 
Ltd.

Reliance  
Ltd 

i.e. i.e. 

Shlok 
Ltd.

Hamley 
Ltd.

then  
immediately 

Hamley  
Ltd. 
shares 
with  
Reliance 
were t/f 
to Shlok 
Ltd.

Reliance 
Ltd.

Shlok  
Ltd. 

Hamley 
Ltd.

Same party/parties
Individual  

Entity 

Group of  
Individuals 
Group of 
Entities

Eg. Group Cos.

Eg. Family 
members

Control to be exercised 
by same party

OR Same  
Parties 

or

Updated

In this case though acq .of Hamley by the Shlok does not changes 
control, but here the control over Hamley of Parent Co. was just 
transitory hence Shlok Ltd, to execute Acquisition Method a/cing on 
acquiring Hamley Ltd.

Shlok Ltd.

Su
bs

id
ia

ry

Control is not transitory

Notes

updated
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Eg.   A Ltd.  B Ltd.
 SC  6000  7000
 Reserves 3050  2700
     9700
(IV) Intrinsic  Value  

Question is 
silent on PC

Question requires PC 
to be issued in 

requisite numbers

PC = Respective 
SC of each  

transferor Co.
PC = Total of SC of 

Transferor Co., but PC 
to each Co’s SH to be 
in ratio of intrinsic 
value* of each Co.

Absorption Amalgamation

Questions of CCT where purchase consideration to Transferor 
company	is	not	specifically	given	in	the	question

 Case Situation PC A Ltd.  B Ltd.  PC

I

II

A + B = C Amalgn

A + B = C 
Amalgn

Silent

PC discharge in  
Requisite no. of shares 
Total SC not given

6000

13000 x 9000 

/18750 = 6275

7000

13000 x 9700 
/18750= 6725

13000

13000
6000+ 7000

PC to SH of 

Solution 

Total 

III

IV

A + B = A

A + B = A

Silent

PC to be issued such 

that IV is maintained 

N.A.

N.A.

7000

6000 x 9700 
/9050 = 6431

7000

6431

V A + B = C PC is 10000 share of C  
issued in requisite no. 
to SH of A & B

10000 x 9050 
/18750 
= 4826

10000 x 9700 
/18750 
= 5174

10000

VI A + B = C PC is 10,000 by C to 
A & B

10000 x 6 /13 
= 4615

10000 x 7 /13 
= 5385

10000

Only	required	if	Q.	Specifically	demands,	as	BS	after	CCT	
can be made after calculating total PC itself.

9050

SJ Exclusive

Questions is 
Silent on PC 

PC = SC 
(Nominal 
Value) of 

Transferor Co.

Questions requires PC to be issued 
in requisite no. of shares

PC = Such amt. of SC that maintains 
intrinsic values* of respective co. in 

Post CCT transferee Co.

*Intrinsic: is based on ‘CA’  
Value of A & L of both cos.

In Ratio of existing SC

342K

Improvement
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Eg. Sale of division
[Like Satyam Ltd. 
selling BPO Division 
to parent M&M Ltd, 
who in return issues 
its shares to Satyam 

Ltd.]

PC received by  
Transferor Company 

This in un-
likely under 

Cos.Act

No	specific	guid-
ance, hence ensure 
that no gain/loss 
is recognised as 

it is a CCT, hence 
transferor co. 

to recognise PC 
received at CA of 
Net Assets trans-

ferred 

Accounting for 
Transferor Co.

Accounting books of 
member

Member 
Individual 

Member is 
a Company 

means parent 

In CFS 

No effect  
(Except if there is a 
change in proportion 
of NCI then a/c as 

transaction with Eq. 
participant)

As per  
Ind-AS 27 

Where in the cost of 
investment  

(PC received) 
= 

CA of shares given

CA of investment 
in shares of B 

Ltd. in SFS of P 
Ltd.)

Such that no 
gain/loss in  
recognised

Accounting is not  
specifically	prescribed.	

In SFS 

No  
accounting 
in Ind-AS 

given 

Transferor Co. 
still exists 

Transferor Co. is 
liquidated 

S2 sells a division 
to S1 and S1 issues 
PC to Members of 

S2 & not S2

now 
S1 acquires S2 

so 
A 

Liquidation 
accounting, of 
S2 Books to 
be closed 

Treated as distri-
bution of asset for 

S2 to the own-
ers/members and 
hence in books 
of S2, the Net 

CA of assets t/f 
will be debited to 
“Reserves”( Ac-

counting Books of 
Transferor Co.)

Eg. A Eg. A

S1 S1

S1

S2

PC received by members 
of the Transferor Company

Books of  
Transferee Co.

Books of Recipient 
of PC 

PC : Accounting  of PC 

at face 
value

SJ Exclusive

S2

Cost of shares 
of A Ltd.

342L
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1. Assets and Liabilities of transferor  
taken over at CA, subject to accounting 

policies related adjustments

2. Reserves of Transferor are also taken 
over and recognized in the same name/ 

nature, in the books of Transferee 

4. Difference between ‘SC’ of  
Transferor Co-and Consideration  
given by Transferee Co. will be 
adjusted from reserve. (if SC> 

consideration given, then transfer 
difference to capital reserves to be 

disclosed separately in FS)

DISCLOSURE OF CCT 
Notes to FS to disclose the fact of any 
CCT during the year and the effect on 
FS & comparatives (Restated) due to 

CCT 

3. Consideration given in form of: 
(Given by Transferee Co.)

a) Shares of Transferee : Recorded     
    at nominal value
b) Cash by Transferee : Recorded at    
    Monetary Value   
    (and treated  
    like dividends)
c)Other assets    : At Fair Values

Close the books w.r.t.  
business transferred

Ind-AS 103 does not  
prescribes accounting  

for transferor

Liquidation accounting 
applies

Books of Transferee 
(Appendix C to 103)

Books of Transferor 

Common Control Transactions

Transferor and Transferee are controlled by same owners
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Common 
Control 

Transaction

CCT

    Invest in  
transferee Co.

EPS in CCT 	SJ	Simplifies
Ind AS 103- Appendix C requires 
comparatives  for all period present-
ed to be of the combined entity ex-
cept if  any of the combined entity, 
was brought under common control, 
during one the C.Y. or P.Y./s present-
ed,	then	financials	of	such	entity	will	
be combined only from date when it 
came under common control

Profits	which	are	presented	in	FS

No.of shares of Combined Entity for 
full year (assuming all entities were 
under common control for whole year 
even before absorption date)

@CA of Net Asset 
Transferred

 When PC given 
to Transferor 

Co.

When PC given 
to members of 
Transferor Co.

Sale of Business

Reserve

DR Accounting 
applies

Remove from books  
all A&L transferred  

and debit

Books of Transferee /  
Acquiror (Fresh Ltd.)

Books of Transferor /  
Acquiree (RIL)

DEMERGER

Eg RIL lived off its Grocery Business to Fresh Ltd.

Acq. of Business/Control

As discussed in CCT 

- A&L @ CA
-  Reserves if any  

allocable @ CA
-  PC in form of 

shares@  
Nominal Value

-  Difference from  
Reserves

Acquisition Method 
Accounting
- S.I.: iNA @FV
- S.II: PC @ FV
- S.III: G/w

N

D

Comparitives in CCT 
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